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The purpose of this thesis was to plan, install, splice and measure an optical fiber backbone 
line for cables holding up to 864 fibers. The thesis also includes a section about physics 
behind fiber optics.  
 
The project started from planning the fiber line installation and then moved on to installation.  
Installation was the most time-consuming part of the project. After completing the installation 
the planning phase for splicing was started. This included team and work area management 
and planning the schedule for fiber splicing. The practical part of splicing consisted of work 
area preparation, fiber cable preparation and splicing. The measurement phase was started 
after agreement with the customers on the wave lengths and format of the measurements. 
The measurements are currently in progress, and most of the results have been satisfactory. 
From over 2000 measurements under 10 percent did not reach the required quality level.  
 
The lines will be used in a telecommunication backbone line and will support the western 
part of the capital area. 
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Insinöörityön tavoitteena oli suunnitella, asentaa, hitsata ja mitata valokuiturunkolinja 
monella eri kuitukaapelikoolla. Työssä perehdyttiin myös valokuituteknologian takana 
olevaan fysikkaan. Työssä suunniteltuja runkolinjoja tullaan käyttämään maanlaajuisessa 
tiedonsiirrossa, ja ne tukevat pääkaupunkiseudun länsipuolta.  
 
Projekti aloitettiin kuitukaapelin asennuksen suunnittelusta, ja siitä jatkettiin kuitukaapelin 
asennuksella, joka oli koko projektin eniten aikaa vievä osa. Tästä projekti jatkui hitsauksien 
ja henkilöstön aikataulujen suunnittelulla. Hitsauksen käytännön osio alkoi työaseman ja 
kaapelin valmistelulla, minkä jälkeen hitsaus voitiin aloittaa. Kun kuitujen hitsaus oli 
onnistuneesti suoritettu, päästiin aloittamaan mittauksien suunnittelu. Tähän osioon kuului 
neuvotella asiakkaan kanssa siitä, millä aallonpituudella mittaukset suoritetaan ja mikä on 
palautettavan tiedoston formaatti.  
 
Mittaukset valmistuivat, ja suurimmaksi osaksi tulokset olivat tyydyttäviä. Noin 2 000 
mittausta suoritettiin, ja vain alle kymmenen prosenttia tuloksista oli asetetun 
mittaustavoitteen alapuolella. Työ osoitti suunniitelun olevan tärkeä osa minkätahansa 
projektin osa. Totesin myös kommunikoinnin taytyy olla selkeää esimiesten, ja alaisten 
välillä. 
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APC A snap-in connector but has a fiber part cut in the angle. 
LC 1,25-millimeter snap-in connector 
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1 Introduction 
 
To process this final year project, I was part of a team that was tasked for planning, 
splicing and installation of backbone optical fiber cables that will be used for data com-
munication of telecommunication operators. Once operational the network has the ca-
pacity to cover traffic up to one third of the capital city tele and data communications.  
 
There were four major lines that we were tasked to make, one 96-fiber cable, two 432- 
fiber cables and one 864-fiber cable. There were also a few smaller installations for cable 
sizes of 192-fiber cables. The potential traffic of this backbone network will possibly cover 
up to one third of the capital city tele and data communication traffic. All these fibers need 
to be fusion spliced in order and the fibers have a standardized color order. This order 
varies depending on the country. 
 
The time reserved for completing this project was estimated to be about a year. The goal 
was to splice the optical fiber connections and measure them using a fiber radar. This 
thesis will describe the different phases of the project and the technologies that were 
used, also the equipment used will be described. This project was started in the autumn 
of 2015 and cable installation was finished in the spring of 2016. The splicing part of the 
project began in the summer of 2016 and continues for the time being.  
 
Task/Time Jan-15 Apr-15 Aug-15 Dec-15 Jan-16 Apr-16 Aug-16 Dec-16 Jan-17 Apr-17
Planning
Installation
Splicing
Measurements
 
Figure 1. Project timetable. 
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2 Introduction to fiber optics 
 
Optical fibers are not a new technology .The physics behind fiber optics was discovered 
in 1840s and refined for data transmission in 1960-1980. In Finland fiber optics was used 
for the first time in the 1980s. The test was a huge success and this technology has been 
used ever since. The use of optical fiber connection to home was introduced in the Rau-
tavaara project in 2000. Since then a fiber connection has been made easier for an eve-
ryday user to acquire. Most of the connections handled by the switching points were for 
single-family homes in the countryside where getting a connection would be extremely 
hard otherwise. [12] 
 
The reason why optical fiber replaced copper/ Ethernet in subscriber lines was that it has 
a faster and more reliable connectivity. Since in the fiber cable the information is trans-
ferred with laser light, the information is transformed into zeros and ones by the router 
or switch port and the laser on the port blinks rapidly, thus shooting the light into the fiber. 
The fiber is actually a glass-based tube that has different density in the core and the 
outer layer. This causes the light that is traveling in the fiber bend, so that is does not 
escape the fiber unless the fiber makes a greater than 90-degree angle or there is frac-
ture. [2] 
 
There are two main types of fibers, multi-mode fiber and single-mode fiber. In the multi-
mode fiber the core is larger than in the single more fiber, thus allowing more sending 
and receiving wavelengths to be used. Multi-mode has three different subtypes, Graded-
Index, Step-index and Photonic fiber. These type will be presented in section 2.1. In the 
single-mode fiber the core of the fiber is much smaller than in the multi-mode. In single-
mode fiber there are only two wavelengths in use 1550mn and 1310mn only these wave-
lengths are used, because they are have been proven to cause least loss. [8]  
 
The fiber is relatively fragile and therefore the cabling that protects the fiber is extremely 
strong. The protective layer consists of hardened plastic, different types of metal layers 
that differ depending on the cable type and inner plastic layer that is more flexible. This 
makes the cable harder to peel, but it also protects the fibers from anything that might 
case the fiber to break or be damaged. 
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2.1 Physics of optical fibers 
 
As the laser travels in the fiber, it is transmitted in two different wavelengths, namely 
1310 and 1550 nm (nanometres). These wavelengths guarantee that incoming and out-
going information do not interfere with each other. The wavelengths are also used to 
measure the quality of the fiber after the splicing is done. When two fibers are spliced, 
the connected area of two separate fibers does not have as good optical quality as the 
original fiber. Therefore the connected area causes attenuation that might create inter-
ference in the signal. The working standard of network operators for this connection at-
tenuation is at a maximum of 0.02 dB. If the attenuation is higher, the connection needs 
to be redone. On connectors of the switch the attenuation can be up to 0.2 dB depending 
on the connector. In today’s fiber optics, the most common connector types are SC 
(standard connector) and LC (little connector). These two have been used as standard 
connector types for 10 years. In 2014, a new connector type called APC was published. 
This connector type is close to the SC connector, but the tip of the fiber on the connector 
is cut in to angles of 8-degrees making the attenuation of the signal much smaller than 
in SC or LC. The APC connector has been used as a standard connector over SC/LC 
since the beginning of 2015. 
 
As mentioned, on optical fiber cable acts like a small and flexible glass tube which has 
two layers. These layers are usually made out of ultra-pure glass also called silicon di-
oxide. The outer layer, called cladding, has a lower index of refraction than the core. 
These layers can be clearly seen in the Electron microscope picture (figure 7). 
 
Information is transmitted through the fiber via a high intensity laser that produces co-
herent light and LEDs that produce incoherent light. There are LEDs developed that have 
multiple quantum wells giving them access to a broader selection of spectrums thus al-
lowing local-area WDM (wave division multiplexer) networks. [6] 
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Light travels in an optical fiber via reflecting along the edges of the two glass layers. As 
long as the light pulse traveling in the core hits the surface of the cladding at an angle 
greater than 44.35 degrees, it keeps bouncing back on in the inner layer of the fiber 
without refracting to the outer layer, as demonstrated in figure 2. However this only ap-
plies to MM fibers since light travels differently in an SM fiber.  [5] 
 
Figure 2. Light in the cable. Copied from [5]. 
 
Function for Refraction: 
 
𝑛1 sin 𝜃1 = 𝑛2 sin 𝜃2 [11] 
 
 
Function for Total Internal Reflection: 
 
𝑛1
𝑛2
sin 𝜃1 > 1  𝑜𝑟   𝜃𝑐 = sin
−1(
𝑛1
𝑛2
) [11] 
 
 
 
Splicing happens when two ends of fibers are connected together with an electric arc 
that causes high heat at the ends and joins the two fibers together. The two ends that 
have been joined in the splice will be as strong as a regular fiber. The quality of the 
completed splice is measured with Snell’s law. [4]  
 
 
Snell’s Law: 
sin 𝜃1
sin 𝜃2
=
𝑣1
𝑣2
=
λ1
λ2
=
𝑛2
𝑛1
 [11] 
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2.2 Single mode fiber 
 
A single mode optical fiber is mainly used for point-to-point connections. It allows high 
capacity data transfer via pulses of light, showing hardly any dispersion, because the 
light travels vertically in the core of the fiber instead of bouncing from the edge of the 
core and cladding. Compared to the MM fiber, the SM fiber attenuation of a pulse is 
almost unnoticeable. The single mode fiber splice requirements are stricter, because 
light travels vertically inside the fiber, thus being more sensitive to inconsistencies in the 
whole of the fiber line. An SM fiber connection usually has one signal per each direction 
with separate wavelengths. These wavelengths are usually either 1310 nm or 1550 nm. 
The glass core is 9-10 micrometres in diameter. The diameter of cladding is 125 micro-
metres and coating is 250 micrometres. 
 
 
Figure 3. SM fiber. Copied from [7]. 
 
2.3 Multi-mode fiber 
 
The MM fiber is bigger in size than the SM fiber, but the structure is the same. The MMS 
fiber has a core size of 50-100 micrometres. Cladding is 125 micrometres and coating is 
250 micrometres. Because of the large core, multiple different modes can be sent at the 
same time in the same direction. The major defect with MM fiber is the distance restriction 
in its use: it can hold a 100 Gbit/s connection only up to 100 meters, a 10 Gbit/s connec-
tion up to 500 meters and 1 Gbit/s connection up to one kilometre. In closed industrial 
areas, like factories, MM fiber connections are often used, because the large and com-
plex machines require a big capacity for their communication and surveillance data and 
that can be achieved using a single MM fiber cable. [6] 
 
MM fiber cables come in two major types: one is called Graded-index MM fiber and the 
other is Step-index MM fiber. 
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In Graded-index MM fiber, the refractive index of the core diminishes gradually from the 
center axis out toward the cladding. The higher refractive index at the center makes the 
light rays moving down the axis advance more slowly than those near the cladding. Also, 
rather than zigzagging off the cladding, light in the core curves helically because of the 
graded index, reducing its travel distance. The shortened path and the higher speed 
allow light near the cladding to arrive at a receiver at about the same time as the slow 
but straight rays in the core axis. As a result, a digital pulse suffers less dispersion. [7] 
 
 
Figure 4. MM fiber Graded-index. Copied from [7]. 
 
The Step-index MM fiber has a large core, up to 100 microns in diameter. As a result, 
some of the light rays that make up the digital pulse may travel via a direct route, where 
others bounce off the cladding. The alternative paths cause the different groupings of 
light rays, referred to as modes, to arrive separately at a receiving end. The pulse, an 
aggregate of different modes, begins to spread out, losing its well-defined shape. The 
reason why spacing is left between pulses is to prevent overlapping of bandwidths where 
the information is sent. Consequently, this type of fiber is best suited for transmission 
over short distances, in an endoscope, for instance. [7] 
 
 
Figure 5. MM fiber Step-index. Copied from [7]. 
 
“Third and least use type of fiber is Photonic fiber. The transmission of light is done with 
number of cavities around the core. Core consists of glass or air. This type of fiber is not 
widely or at all used because the performance of this type does not meet the require-
ments or performance level of other fibers.”  [7] 
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2.4 Fiber optic connectors 
  
The optical fiber cables are terminated in the switch with fiber optic connectors.  There 
are many types of connectors, but the most common are SC/PC and LC/PC connectors. 
Both types are snap-in connectors being easy and safe to remove and attach. Lately, a 
new and improved version of these standard connectors has been made, called the APC 
connector. The APC connector has two subtypes: SC/APC and LC/APC. These connect-
ors can be observed in figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. Fiber connectors. Copied from  [9]. 
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The improvement in the APC connector was made on the surfaces that touch, as seen 
in figure 7. The PC of Flat PC type connectors have a larger change for reflection of light 
because of the flat surface. APC connectors are cut in 8-degree angle to reduce the 
change of reflection back to the source when connected. Different connector types are 
also used in different areas of networking. The FC and ST types are mostly used in 
telecommunications, for example in mobile base stations or in apartment buildings. The 
SC and LC types are used in backbone networks. Lately SC and LC types have been 
used in the same places as FC and ST types. 
 
 
Figure 7. Connector contact surfaces. Copied from [10]. 
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3 Cable installation to the tunnels 
 
The goal of the project was to install a fiber optic cable network in the underground tun-
nels. The phases for the work were split in to four major sections planning, preparation, 
splicing and the measurements.  
  
In each phase it is important to keep the work area clean, since optical fibers are ex-
tremely small and quite fragile. If a smallest amount of grease, dust or fine concrete dust 
gets into the fusion splicer when the splicing is started, it cause the weld to be faulty. In 
worst case the fusion splicer’s cameras that are inside the splicing chamber could be 
damaged and would have to be sent to Japan to be fixed or replaced.  
 
Cables were installed in a concrete platform in hard plastic pipes. Fiber optic cable sizes 
were 864, 432, 192 and 96. The numbers stand for the number of fibers in a single cable. 
Usually the working areas were tight and most of the work had to be done by hand. 
 
3.1 Planning 
 
The planning phase was conducted in autumn of 2015 and the time given for this this 
part of the project was only a few weeks. The original idea was that the backbone fiber 
optic cables were to be pulled from end to beginning from a single roll of cable. The way 
each splicing point would have been conducted according to the original plan was that 
around 100 meters of cable was to be pulled from the basement to the designated splic-
ing room situated from 2-5 stories up from the basement, which is a 6-15 meters differ-
ence in elevation.  
 
Planning of cable installation started with seeing the blueprints for cable routes and the 
rooms for fiber racks were stationed. After selecting routes based on the blueprints be-
gan checking the physical routes. In case the originally selected routes would not have 
necessary cable shelfs or rooms would change making the route unusable, there would 
be a secondary route that would be used. Areas where cables were pulled have pipes 
between them and one pipe for each of our cables was designated for installation. After 
these issues were clear, the installation of fiber cables could begin. 
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Planning for the splicing part was slightly challenging since there were three splicing 
teams to be managed and each of them was splicing fibers for different customers. The 
splicing order was also made for each ordered fibers. Splicing orders were rather easy 
to create since the panels sized for each customer are fixed and preordained, so the 
fibers that were not to go to panels were spliced to next fibers going onwards to the next 
point. The teams were assigned one per station and changed places since splicing 
should take same amount of time for each team. If one team finished their splicing before 
the other teams they would be taken to a station that was not occupied. 
 
The measuring part of planning included acquiring the measurement standards from 
customers and finding out how they wanted the measurements to be returned. Two out 
of four customers wanted their results to have a pdf report with the original file that is in 
msor format. Msor is special file type created by fiber radar and can only be ready by the 
radar or a PC application provided by the radar manufacturer.  
 
After the planning phase, work inspections were carried out and it was realized that the 
original plan for cable installation was not going to work. For once, the cable roll would 
have a weight of multiple tons and we would have needed a dedicated machine to move 
and spin the roll. Moreover, the cable would not be able to stand the high amount of 
tension caused by the overall 14-kilometre-long pull. Not to mention the cable route was 
like a serpentine; pulling the cable would break it through friction.  
 
It was clear a revised plan was needed. After consulting customers, it was decided to 
have, one roll between each point, which required us to estimate the length using the 
architect’s plans and measuring. Altogether, there were eight points from where the ca-
bles needed to be pulled in the work area. The cable was also pulled to other important 
areas between the major splice points, the number of these areas varied from a minimum 
of one a maximum of five. A rough outline of the cable route can be seen in figure 8. 
Engineering part of this project was mostly in the way specifics were completed if prob-
lems were noticed.   
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Figure 8. Cable route outline. 
 
3.2 Applying to practise 
 
After completing the planning we began installations. For this part of the project, a team 
of three people was assembled. The set of tools was fairly limited. Small working areas 
that changed every half an hour caused the tools to be small and light enough to be 
carried through the whole tunnel length. Our team had a small cart to push along the 
tunnel and to move tools around. The most important tools was TEPA, which is a power 
drill attached to a metal frame that uses the rotary power to pull the cable as seen in 
figure 9. Because the way the cables were made we could not use vehicles to pull the 
cables, most of the pulling had to be done by hand or with TEPA. The cable structure is 
be introduced later in section 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 9. TEPA 
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Logistics was one of the most challenging issues we had to overcome in the crowded 
work areas. The cable rolls were from 250 up to 1500 kilos in weight and they had a 
diameter up to three meters. Naturally cable rolls were always moved with a heavy lifting 
machinery. After cable rolls were on their planned pulling areas, the cable installation 
could be started. This procedure usually lasted up to two hours, delays caused by over-
used and crowded roads. The simplest case for the cable installation was just to pull the 
cable into one man hole after another until a designated area was reached. In most of 
the cases, the man holes had other cables in the way and those had to be moved out of 
the way. There were also problems with sharp edged in the man holes that could damage 
the cable. Sometimes the man hole cable routes would not be aligned. In these cases, 
our team would install a cable roll that eased the cable through the man hole.  
 
The cable ends were taken to the designated rooms used as splice points. Rooms were 
often located in 6-15 meters above the tunnel and served as entry points from where the 
cable would go into the buildings. Inside the buildings, the cable was terminated in stand-
ardized cabling racks that held multiple other cables. In some cases, the existing area to 
pass through the floor of the room did not have any free space, so our team had to use 
a diamond drill to make a new hole to the upper floors to get to the room. This method 
was only used a few times throughout the whole installation process. 
 
3.3 End result 
 
For the cable installation end result, the outcome followed the plan outlines and was 
acceptable. There were a few rare cases where the team had to divert from the plan 
given to them and had to take the cables through a route not planned to be used origi-
nally.   
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4 Splicing 
 
The time reserved for completing all the phases was slightly over a year and the given 
time just enough for cable installation and cable preparation. The time required for fusion 
splicing was re/estimated, so this section would take around a year. The measurement 
part of the project was estimated to be started at the end of November. The tools used 
in the phases were knifes, a cutter, a fusion splicer, a fiber radar with control measure-
ment ends and a fiber connector cleaner.  
 
4.1 Equipment 
 
The equipment used in the project was quite basic. It included cutters, a knife for peeling 
the cable, fiber cutters, a diamond cutter and a fiber splicer. The fiber cutters are only 
meant for cutting the fiber itself and the diamond cutter is used to cut the tip of the fiber 
to an angle of less than three degrees. As additional equipment, we used protective fiber 
straws that were put on the area where the protective plastic was peeled off.  
 
The fiber splicer, or fusion splicer, uses an electric arc to heat up the two fiber ends to 
the point where the joining point of the tips is almost unrecognizable. The device itself is 
a 15-centimeter cube that holds the splicing and an oven for the fiber straws to be shrunk 
to provide proper protection for the area of the fiber that was spliced. The device has a 
battery that lasts up to a day for continuous splicing. Equipment for spicing can be seen 
in figure 10. As the charge from the battery fades, the end result will become increasingly 
worse to the point the splicing has to be redone. This problem does not occur when the 
device is powered by constant 230 volts from a wall socket. The other methods of splicing 
include laser, gas flame and tungsten filament splicing. These methods are old and 
proven to be not as effective as fusion splicing. Overall the most important equipment 
used though this project were the cutters and the splicer. [2] 
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Figure 10. Optical fiber splicing equipment and Fusion Splicer. 
 
4.1.1 Technical information of Fusion Splicer 70S 
 
Fusion splicer 70S was the model of the splicer used in the splicing part of this project. 
The splicer is equipped with a wall-socked charger that can be used as a power source, 
a BTR-09 battery that lasts up to three hours of continuous splicing or 200 hundred splice 
cycles, splices single and multi-mode fibers and has two cameras whose magnification 
is up to 320-times a normal view it has an oven for protecting sleeves, works with 40 
millimetres and 60 millimetre sleeves and the splice protector shrink time is around 14 
seconds. Fusion splicing electrodes handle up to 3000 arc discharges. Splicer machine 
and carrying case seen in figure 11. (Appendix 1) [6] 
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Figure 11. Fusion splicer 70S. Copied from www.aflglobal.com [6]. 
 
4.2 Preparation 
 
In the preparation phase, concentration was on cabling, cleaning the initial working area 
and peeling the cables. Cabling started with taking the smallest backbone cable, which 
held 96 fibers, to the splicing area. After the cable was inside, next objective was taking 
the cable to the designated room, which was usually located one floor above. After the 
smallest cable was in the splicing area, same was done to other cables. After all the 
cables were in place, next step was building the rack that held the corresponding cus-
tomer panels with connectors and boards that hold spliced fibers. Completed rack seen 
in figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Bundles tied to fiber rack. 
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Next started the initial cleaning phase where the room was emptied from the extra ma-
terial and swept clean from concrete dust. After that we moved to the peeling phase. It 
is one of the critical parts of the work, because one has to use a lot of precision to get 
through the tough and flexible shielding of the fibers. If too much force is used, the knife 
would cut through the plastic cover and damage the fiber inside. After the layer of plastic 
and cloth protection was removed, the fiber bundles were exposed. The bundles were 
color-coded and separated in different bundles based on the size of the cable. The cable 
size of 864 fibers would have three bundles, 432 has two and 192 and 96 cables both 
have only one bundle. Differentiating the bundles is important for the splicing order, be-
cause each bundle holds up to 12 plastic tubes. In the cases of 192, 432 and 864 each 
of the tubes holds 24 fibers that are separated in to 12-fiber bundles by an extremely thin 
string. 
 
As seen in figure 12 the plastic tubes are separated by small zip ties and straightened 
afterwards for the removal of the plastic cover. For some of the splices, the fiber is put 
on the connector panel as seen in figure 13. Other splices are done in optical fiber splice 
modules that can hold up to 48 fibers. In that case, there are two fiber pipes per module. 
After this is done the fibers are cleaned from protective gel, which is used to keep any 
moisture off them. Fibers are also measured to the right length, so that they can be folded 
to their place. After all this is done the splicing can begin. 
 
 
Figure 13. Optical fiber connector panel.  
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Figure 14. Optical fiber splice module. 
 
The time to prepare each cable varied. Even each 432-fiber cable took a different time 
to prepare. The 96-fiber cable took around two hours to peel and to prepare for splicing. 
The 192-fiber cables were prepared together with one set of 432-fiber cables. The pro-
cess for this was more complex since the cable handling with these bigger cables de-
pends greatly on the design of the rack.  
 
As seen in figure 15, the A type was easy to work with because the fiber modules make 
the splicing and handling of the fiber extremely easy and clean. Type B was challenging 
to say the least. Fiber pipes needed to be pealed up to five meters instead of the usual 
two-meter distance. Also handling the pipes like this needed to be done with care and 
precision because the bundles would be mixed up really easily. The 862-fiber cable was 
prepared in the same way as type A, but has the difference of the cables going to a 
separate cabin which is mounted to the panel rack itself as seen in figure 16. 
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Figure 15. On left A type 432 rack. On right B type 432 rack. 
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Figure 16. 864 panel rack and splicing cabin. 
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The standard number and color-ordering for optical fiber bundles is shown in figure 17. 
This ordering is followed in Finland and in Europe. [10] Note that colour coding in figure 
20 and 21 follow the standard colour order but a black bar is added to each new 12-fiber 
bundle.  
 
 
Figure 17. Standard Finnish colour order. Copied from [10]. 
 
For the optical fiber cable holding 96 fibers, each of the pipes holds 12 fibers and there 
are eight pipes in this cable. These pipes are made of medium strength plastic cover. 
 
 
Figure 18. Fiber pipes in 96 sized cable. 
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Optical fiber cable holding 192 fibers has 8 pipes and each of these pipes has 24 fibers 
in them. These fibers are divided in to 12 fiber bundels and one bundle has a vblue string 
around it and the other one has a white string. These strings help splicing the fibers in 
the right order. The pipes themselves are made of hard plastic and for removing the 
pipes it is suggest to use a dull knife and medium amount of force. 
 
 
Figure 19. Fiber pipes in 192 sized cable. 
 
Fiber cable holding 432 fibers has 18 pipes. Since the pipe number exceeds the standard 
12 color order, the pipes after pipe number 12 have black stripes on them signifying them 
belonging to another bundle of pipes. Otherwise the pipes are just like in the 192-fiber 
cable.  
 
 
Figure 20. Fiber pipes in 432 sized cable. 
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An optical fiber cable holding 863 fibers has 36 pipes. The pipe differentiating is similar 
to the 432 sized cable but pipes after number 24 has two lines. Otherwise the cable is 
similar to the 432 version. 
 
 
Figure 21. Fiber pipes in 864 sized cable.  
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4.3 Splicing 
 
During splicing, the first task is to check the color ordering. The ordering is extremely 
important making it easier to find and fix faulty lines. Additionally, it needs to be followed 
during the splicing; otherwise the entire process needs to be redone. Because there were 
two different color orders, a standardized one, and one for the cables coming from the 
rack, we used two persons, one for each color order, to complete the task.  
 
The splicing process itself requires deep concentration, patience and precision. The 
splicing started with selecting a fiber with the right color from a bundle with also the right 
color. After cleaning the fiber, the outer layer of the colored plastic needs to be peeled 
off with a specially-designed cutter. The peeled part of the fiber is to be fused with an-
other fiber. But before that it needs to be cleared from plastic covers and cleaned for the 
last time with an alcohol swipe. Only then is the fiber cut into less than 3-degrees angles 
with the diamond cutter.  
 
After fiber ends are prepared, they are placed into the splicer and they are fused. The 
fused section is placed into a small oven meant for shrinking the plastic cover over the 
spliced are for protective purposes. It is important to keep the work area clean throughout 
this process, and change the cleaning swipes often to avoid bad welds. Figure 22 dis-
plays ongoing splicing. 
 
The splicing machine takes the inserted fiber ends and aligns them using the cores. In 
this part it is important that fibers are placed properly or the machine will not be able to 
begin the splicing procedure. Sometime when cores are not perfectly aligned or if they 
are moved, splicing process may start and create impurities or splices with unaligned 
cores. This in most cases causes the numerical aperture value of spliced sections be too 
high and the splice must be done again.  
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Figure 22. Splicing area.  
 
This part of the project took the most time, as we spent approximately 36 hours splicing 
the fibers in a maximum of 12 hours at a time. Splicing itself went well and the instructor 
was satisfied with the quality of the welds. 
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5 Measurements after installation 
 
The purpose of optical fiber measurements is to verify the quality of the fusion splices as 
well as the quality of the installed optical fiber cable line. These quality checks are then 
documented and provided to the customer.  
 
When optical fiber cables are installed, the accepted signal loss value given by the fac-
tory must remain the same throughout the installation. Fusion splices have tight require-
ments. It is required that the loss is equal or under 0.1 dB on average. If a single splice 
has a larger or equal loss than 0.2 dB, it needs to be repaired to prevent any failure in 
data transfer. The signal loss of optical fiber connectors on a fiber panel can be a 0.4 dB 
at maximum. If the threshold value is exceeded, one can try cleaning the connector. If 
that does not work, the connectors need to be changed as in most cases the splices 
must be redone. 
5.1 Measurement method 
 
The measurements of fiber lines were done with a fiber radar. The radar uses pulses of 
1310 nm and 1550 nm light to measure the quality of the fiber line. Those are the same 
wavelengths that are used in routers and switches. The way the radar measures the 
condition of the fiber, is based on the returning reflections to the point where they are 
originated. The reflections might differ depending on the selected wavelengths of the 
measurements. As the reflections from the signal return to the radar, they are recorded, 
analyzed and visualized with a graph. In other words the fiber radar measures the nu-
merical aperture value of the splices and connectors.  
 
In figure 23, the bigger fractures or extreme angles are seen as drops downwards, and 
the ends of the fibers are seen as spikes upwards. When taking the measurements, there 
is a control piece attached to both ends of the fiber line. This control piece contains 500 
meters of fiber folded in to a small box. The control piece helps to get a clearer result 
especially when the fiber line is short. Cleanliness is an especially important factor, when 
taking a measurement, because even a small speck of dust can cause a faulty result, or 
ruin a tip of a fiber. If there is any dirt at the end of the fiber being measured, it will be 
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seen as a big spike. The dirt would sometimes burn into the measured fiber and cause 
the line to have a bad connectivity. 
 
  
Figure 23. Optical fiber line example picture. 
 
 
5.2 Technical information of SmartOTDR fiber radar  
 
In this project the fiber radar type was the SmartOTDR Fiber optical multi-test tool. The 
smart version of fiber multi-test tool is a smaller version for the radar and has a few 
features less. This tool includes features such as a 5 inch TFT color touch screen, an 
Ethernet plug in, two 2.0 USB connectors for a microscope or a keyboard, an audio jack 
for a headset, a led indicator for charge and for indicating when testing is active. [3] 
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Figure 24. Optical fiber radar. 
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5.3 Results 
 
To check the quality of splices and to ensure the fiber cable is intact, every splice must 
be measured with the fiber radar. The radar gives the accurate distance and quality anal-
ysis of the fiber line in a matter of minutes and the recording is extremely reliable. 
 
In the following, the measurement reports of three different fiber lengths are seen. The 
first one, in figure 25, has the length of 650 meters, the second one, in figure 26, has the 
length of 1500 meters, and the final one, in figure 27, has the length of 2500 meters. 
With the growing distance, the attenuation increases. The fibers have attenuations of 
0.118 dB, 0.585 dB, and 0.794 dB respectively to the order of length. The attention is 
greatly influenced by the distance and cabling route. Additionally, the way cable is han-
dled when it is being installed,and any sharp corners, too tight zip-ties or any kind of 
pressure on the cable may affect the quality of a measured fiber line. 
 
 
Figure 25. 650 meters. 
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Figure 26. 1500 meters. 
 
 
 
Figure 27. 2500 meters. 
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The end spikes are of fibers 2 and 3 (as seen in figures 26 and 27) is different from the 
spike of the first fiber (in figure 25). The reason why the curve is smoother in the two 
cases is that they have a connector at the other end unlike in the differing case where 
there is no connector. Another significant spike is at the start of the line. This spike is 
created by the connection of the measurement fiber connector and the connector in the 
panel. The size of the spike may vary and the attenuation caused depends on the con-
nectors cleanliness. These measurements were taken with UPC connectors. If the con-
nectors used were APC, the spike at the start of the line would not be there. The differ-
ence with an UPC connector and an APC connector is the way the result picture is rep-
resented. There is a spike upwards on points where two connectors are aligned, which 
causes a small air cap between the ends and it is shown as a spike. In the APC connector 
the spike is not formed because the tips of the connectors are cut in seven degree angels 
and the air gap is non-existent. All fiber lines represented in the figures are exemplary 
and in perfect condition. 
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6 Conclusions 
 
For this project the main objectives were to plan, prepare, splice and measure core back-
bone fiber lines meant to be used in a national scale. The secondary objectives were 
examination of the measurement picture and how to manage a large scale splicing op-
eration and multiple subcontractors.  
 
The objectives were achieved for the most part. The measurement part is not completed 
at this stage of the project, since there are missing or incomplete measurement require-
ments and unspliced endpoints. The amount of knowledge and experience gained from 
this project was massive. It was a good learning experience to see the whole picture of 
handling a large project, acquiring and ordering materials and leading multiple 
workgroups. These experiences will be useful in the future as they have provided a deep 
understanding of the phases and complexities of managing a large network building pro-
ject. 
 
The parts of the project I excelled at were cable preparation, splicing and managing other 
fiber splicing groups. After discussion with my employer, the areas where I have a need 
for improvement are material ordering and management of material that are needed for 
each work area. In conclusion, the project was a good experience and I had the chance 
to see what it takes to manage a large-scale project and how communication between 
customer and work area management works. Also my co-operation and task manage-
ment for the subcontractors was executed as planned and their material needs were 
always provided in time so no delays occurred. This project was a small part of the Län-
simetro project. 
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